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THE DATA JIGSAW PUZZLE:
Will Usage Data from Multiple Sources Document the Importance of Older Literature?

BACKGROUND
Can journal usage data from a combination of three independent sources document the importance of older journal literature?  
 
This is one approach to validate the need  to retain access to older literature within the Library’s collection. This poster will describe the process used to prepare and align the data sources,  
the parameters for the analysis, the limitations of each data set, the final outcome, and a conclusion regarding the value of this type of analysis.

RESULTS/OUTCOME
Regardless of the difficulty aligning statistics from the 3 sources, the  
result of the analysis identified over 700 journal titles with usage  
between 10 and 2200 over the 4 year period. As a component of  
our ongoing collection development strategy these publications  
will be reviewed for retention either in print or in digital format.

DISCUSSION
This project was very labor intensive due to the inconsistency of data  
requiring manual alignment. If the three sources of data are to be used  
going forward more granularity is needed to consolidate totals.  
For example, the lack of volume year in the JUS resulted in under-counting 
actual usage. Finally, incorporating other sources such as citation analysis  
could provide additional data. 

 
• Study criteria:

• Data was reviewed for the years 2013-2016, inclusive
• Older literature was defined as any material older than 15 years (before 2003)
• Only journals with a cumulative use of 10 or greater for the 4 year period  
  were included

 
• Data sources:

• DocDel statistics were from those years 
• JUS data from daily manual recording of reshelved print volumes (including  
  those used for DocDel)
• Turnaway statistics for 4 packages: 

∙ Elsevier
∙ Taylor & Francis
∙ LWW
∙ Wiley

 

METHOD

• Parameters for alignment
• DocDel: Harvested data from requests for articles older than 2003
• JUS: Usage is manually entered at the title level only, with no  
  publication year recorded; Therefore, to ensure the data from this  
  source aligns consistently with that of the other two, cumulative usage  
  totals were taken from only journal titles that either ceased publication  
  or were cancelled prior to 2003 
• Turnaway: Statistics on number of unsuccessful attempts to access  
  full-text based on the assumption that turnaways reflect articles prior  
  to earliest year of current package subscription (1995 or 1997)
• Spreadsheets for the 3 sources were consolidated into a  
  single document
• If a title had both DocDel and JUS usage the lower of two numbers  
  was eliminated to avoid duplication

• Limitations
• DocDel: No limitations
• JUS: Data incomplete due to lack of granularity of year
• Turnaway:

 ∙ Elsevier: No limitations
 ∙ Taylor & Francis: Package content significantly changed in 2015  
  with withdrawal of medical titles: Turnaway data and inconsistency  
  of package content highly questionable; Therefore, these  
  publications were  eliminated
 ∙ Lippincott, Williams & Wilkins: No limitations except that data  
  for 2014 through 2016 was reported as a single cumulative number
 ∙ Wiley: Usage data included consortial partner, University of Maryland,  
  College Park; The package was eliminated from the study

• No trend inference possible due to:
 ∙ Above-mentioned limitations
 ∙ Too few years
 ∙  Turnaway data not standardized

This journal study used data from three sources: re- shelving statistics for print journals (JUS), document delivery (DocDel), and turnaway data from online content:
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